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Facebook plans to acquire Instagram for about $1 billion in cash and stock, but says it will allow the popular photo app to grow independently. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced the deal on his Facebook timeline, saying the company wants to work even more closely with the Instagram team to also offer the
best experiences for sharing beautiful mobile photos with people based on your interests. (See Related: Instagram for Android: Fun, but missing some iOS features) Instagram is often thought of as a way to add vintage effects to smartphone photos, originally on iPhone, but now on Android phones as well. But Instagram
also operates as an independent social network that allows users to share their photos with friends outside the boundaries of Facebook and Twitter.Zuckerberg said Instagram will maintain that independence once the purchase goes through. Instagram users will still be able to post something on other social networks,
follow users separately from Facebook and keep their Instagram photos completely away from Facebook. It's important to be aware that Instagram isn't going away, Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom wrote on the company's blog. We will work with Facebook to develop Instagram and build the network. We continue to add
new features to the product and find new ways to create a better mobile image experience. When Instagram launched its Android app earlier this month, the service already had 30 million iPhone users. In just 12 hours, the Android app had brought in another 1 million users (to the dismay of some snobbish iPhone
owners.) In a blog post in January last year, Instagram said users had uploaded 400 million images. Zuckerberg noted that this is the first time Facebook has acquired a product and a company with so many users. We don't plan to do many more of these, if any at all, Zuckerberg said. But providing the best photo sharing
experience is one of the reasons why so many people love Facebook, and we knew it would be worth bringing these two companies together. The acquisition is expected to close later in the quarter. Follow Jared on Twitter, Facebook or Google+ for even more tech news and commentary. Note: When you buy something
after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. NEW YORK (THESTREET) - Facebook (FB) - Get Report has launched a photo-sharing app for Apple (AAPL) - Get Report iPhone, Facebook Camera for iPhone. So why did Facebook spend $1 billion on
Instagram if it knew it was in the works? Looking at the product page, it's not entirely clear why Facebook paid a significant amount of money and stock for the popular Instagram when it had to advertise a strikingly similar product by itself. Facebook has hijacked the fact that it has over 300 images uploaded to its website
every day, so it's clear this is a key feature for the social networking giant. Perhaps CEO Mark Zuckerberg bought Instagram because of fears that users were users navigate away from the site, hurting a central part of Facebook's business. A Facebook spokesperson declined to comment on whether the new app would
affect their plans for Instagram in the future, saying the deal had not yet been closed. The new app makes photo sharing easier, Facebook said, allowing users to share multiple photos at once, caption the image, tag it and put your location on it. It remains to be seen why Facebook bought Instagram if this project was in
the works. It's not like the new iPhone app came together overnight. More likely, this has been a project that Facebook has been working on for months, which only just sees the light of day. Instagram, of course, has become incredibly popular. Over 50 million users use the app to take photos, apply filters to their photos,
and share photos with their friends. If there's one thing Wall Street and investors hate, it's uncertainty, especially in the wake of a massive $1 billion acquisition. Expect Zuckerberg and his team to answer questions about the newly public company's camera strategy or, potentially, facing some very unhappy shareholders.
Interested in more on Facebook? See TheStreet Ratings' report card for this stock. Check out our new tech blog, Tech Trends. Follow TheStreet Tech on your wireless devices. - Written by Chris Ciaccia in New York&gt;Contact by email. Follow @Commodity_Bull After nearly 12 hours, Facebook finally fixed the bugs
and outages affecting Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp on Wednesday. If you've had trouble accessing photos or uploading video on the platforms, outages are the reason. All three platforms must now function properly. Photos and videos on all three services were either broken, not searched, or hard to upload.
Some people have also reported that mobile apps for each of the networks were crashing as well. The problems began at 5:45.m PT on Wednesday morning and continued well into the afternoon. Facebook said the problem was resolved and we should be back at 100% just after 5p.m. PT. Earlier today, some people
and businesses experienced problems uploading or sending photos, videos and other files on our apps and platforms. The problem has since been resolved and we should be back at 100% for everyone. We apologize #39;re for the inconvenience. &amp;mdash; Facebook (@facebook) July 4, 2019 Down Detector had
been flooded with reports of Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp outages primarily affecting U.S. and European users, though people around the world have complained of problems with their photos. More than 80% of users reported specific issues with photos on Facebook. According to these reports, the vast majority
of problems involved instagram app news feed as well as uploading and viewing photos. We're back! The problem has been resolved and we should be back at 100% for everyone. We apologize #39;re for the inconvenience. pic.twitter.com/yKKtHfCYMA &amp;mdash; Instagram July 3, 2019 WhatsApp users have
problems send or receive messages and with the app's connection to servers. We are aware that some people are having trouble uploading or posting photos, videos and other files on our apps, Facebook wrote in a statement on Twitter earlier Wednesday morning. We apologise for the problems and are working to get
things back to normal as soon as possible. During one of our routine maintenance operations, we triggered a problem that makes it difficult for some people to upload or post photos and videos. We are working to get things back to normal as soon as possible and we apologize for any inconvenience, a Facebook
spokesperson told CNN Business. We reached out to Facebook for further details but have not yet heard back. Facebook is the parent company of both Instagram and WhatsApp. Together, the three platforms have more than 4 billion users. Twitter had its own problems Wednesday morning: some users had trouble
sending and receiving direct messages, according to the Twitter Support account. By 3.30pm p.m PT, Twitter said the issue was almost 100% resolved and that DM functionality should be restored. We &amp;#39;re almost at 100% resolved. There may be some residual effects for a small group of people, but generally
your DMs should work properly now. We appreciate your patience! &amp;mdash; Twitter Support (@TwitterSupport) July 3, 2019 Even with the DM problems, users took to Twitter to joke about the outcome of the internet's most popular social network using the hashtag #facebookdown. As you might imagine, images
(including GIFs) seemed to work fine. These are Twitter users when Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp is Down #instagramdown #WhatsAppDown #facebookdown pic.twitter.com/XgVOF2hznv &amp;mdash; Osas CRUZ (@OsasWrite) July 3, 2019 instagram, facebook and whatsapp users on their way to Twitter
#instagramdown #whatsappdown #facebookdown pic.twitter.com/Oy4n4TwISZ &amp; minkey shrinkus (@leeknow_yknow) July 3, 2019 In March, the three networks had an outage lasting 15 hours, which was the worst outage in Facebook's history. Facebook said in a tweet that the reason for this particular outage was
a server configuration change. Cloudflare, a cloud computing company, also experienced a worldwide outage Tuesday that affected sites like Discord, FlightRadar, Coinbase Pro, and more. Editors' recommendations Two of the digital world's most potent brands are being reviewed. According to a new story by
Information's Alex Heath, Facebook will rebrand Instagram and WhatsApp as Instagram From Facebook and WhatsApp From Facebook, respectively. A Facebook spokeswoman confirmed Heath's reporting and explained that the company wants to be clearer about the products and services that are part of Facebook.
To be more specific, Heath says the shift was borne of Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg's frustration that the company he founded didn't get enough credit for the popularity of Instagram and that lots of fans of these apps don't pay attention to who owns them: Heath references two 2018 surveys that found more than half
of Americans were unaware of their connection to Facebook. But that arm's length relationship has long been considered an asset to all involved. A few years ago, when teenagers decided that Facebook was no longer cool, the story goes, they showed their disapproval by abandoning it—in favor of Instagram.In past, the
independence of Facebook's affiliates was more than skin deep. After acquiring Instagram in 2012 and WhatsApp in 2014, the company left startups' founders in charge, encouraged them to preserve their own cultures and generally seemed satisfied that their brands remained independent, even though many back-office
operations -- from ad sales to server infrastructure -- were delivered by the mothership. But now the Instagram and WhatsApp founders have all quit, with discontent over the interference of Facebook playing either an explicit or reported part in their defections. And while the details remain sparse, Mark Zuckerberg has
been waxing visionary of a new era in which Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp are all more closely integrated into a user experience that spans all three services. Even before such integration is obvious, Facebook is prepping for it. Heath's report on The Information says that the Instagram team working on this
service's Direct private messaging features is being folded into the group responsible for Facebook's Messenger service-an act of consolidation that would have been unlikely in recent years. It's hard to understand their motivation for this other than to assume that they simply don't understand that Facebook's brand is
dead. It would be more advisable for them to change the company name Facebook to instagram. - Brent Vanderbrook (@vanderbrook) August 2, 2019The Twitterverse's gut reaction to the rebrand has been a snarky thumbs-down, which is not a shocker. (Some raised the question of whether Facebook is trying to melt
its components before antitrust investigators can break them apart.) However, the new naming convention may be of limited long-term importance. After all, abound lots of actual people won't start dutifully referring to Instagram From Facebook or WhatsApp From Facebook. At best, they will pay marginally more attention
to the two apps' Facebook affiliation. And in the tech world, branding decisions stemming from overall corporate strategies don't have a track record of sticking. More than a decade ago, Microsoft went through a period when it slathered the Windows brand at the top of its online efforts, which led to such ungainly product
names as Windows Live Search and Windows Live Hotmail. They only lasted until other priorities rose to the top, after which Windows Live Search was Bing and Windows Live Outlook.com. Chances that everyone - including Facebook - will talk about Instagram From From and WhatsApp From Facebook in a few years
are small at best. Best.
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